
A b o u t  t h e  P r o j e c t  

 
Mike Milne the owner of Kauricone, an New Zealand company that develops business technology solutions that includes various servers 

and softwares that are available for businesses. Kauricone’s IOT (Internet of Things) device serves as an applications, database and edge/

cluster server. The server has various functional uses from emails, websites, file management and manipulations as well as machine learn-

ing. Kauricone designed this project in order to explore the field of machine learning, deep learning, and artificial intelligence, in order to 

test the capabilities of their servers in  New Zealand agricultural sector. The  project outcomes from tinkering with the servers perfor-

mances will led to possible opportunities to expand or improve the functions and capacity of the device capabilities. 

 

Project Rationale 

New Zealand has roughly twenty-seven million sheep in New Zealand, the New Zealand farming industry contributes five million dollar to 
the country economy. Through this research and development project of testing the capability of machine learning on Kauricone IOT serv-
er that will led to the IOT server being placed into rural setting in New Zealand, will assist in farming management. The Sheep Identifica-
tion project provides an opportunity to identify a living sheep through machine learning, it enables recognition and detection  functionali-
ties for sheep in a paddock of a farm. The project has the opportunity to  have an  dramatically large impact on the New Zealand agricul-
ture section through the innovation and improvement of automated systems for farming management that will be reduce the time and 
labour spent by farmers worldwide.   
 
Project Objectives 
The objectives for the R&D Sheep Identification Project were: 
 
• Confirm provided technology of hardware/software from Kauricone, works as specified 

by Kauricone. 
• Provide a report on the number of sheep and the individual identities of each subject. 
• Implement and apply classification models to image processing. 
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P r o j e c t  P r o d u c t  a n d  M e t h o d o l o g y  
Project Product 

The Sheep Identification Project was supplied with one of Kauricone IOT (Internet of Thing) device which is an data collection server that 
capable of retrieving information from other device such as cameras. This little black box device is fitted with various ports and software 
for graphics, video, cameras, audio, PCIe, SIM, IR and networking functionalities. The project focused on the software’s: 
 
• Ubuntu OS 18.04 
• Python 2.7 
• OpenCV 
• Tensorflow 1.14 
• Darknet 

• YOLO 
 

 

Project Approach 

The project was section into three stages for product deliverables and reports from classification and detection of sheep within an image 

as well as counting sheep, individual identify and recognizing sheep in the image, then finally detection of grass level and send a notifica-

tion to the farmer of the grass level.  

R e f e r e n c e s  L i n k s  
 

h tt p s : / / w w w. ka u r i c o n e . c o m /  

h tt p s : / / w w w. p y t h o n . o r g /  

h tt p s : / / w w w.t e n s o r f l o w. o rg /  

h tt p s : / / p j re d d i e . c o m / d a r k n e t / y o l o /  

 

P r o j e c t  C h a l l e n g e / D i f f i c u l t i e s  
An difficulty faced during the project was setting up a stable network con-

nection and getting the system running offsite. The challenges the project 

presented were working around out-dated software version and finding 

solutions that does not risk the stability of the IOT (Internet of Things) de-

vice as well as the time and skills required to provide a solution to identify-

ing individual sheep and also the detection of grass level through images 

taken from a specific angle and distance. 

S t a g e  T h r e e  

 

 

 

S t a g e  Tw o  

For stage two the team ran into some challenges, the original 
requirements in the given project description were to identify 
each sheep individually using a 3-camera setup, but due to 
external factors (coronavirus), was beyond the project man-
agement planning control, the team never managed to visit 
an farm site to execute any physical setup of cameras and de-
vices in a rural setting. With the lack of consistent data, the   
limitation resulted in the team to research on solution, on an   
hypothetical approach supported by current and theorized    
research and studies. This included sheep facial recognition as 
well as body size or shape and coloured tag solutions. With-
out the large amounts of consistent data this solution would 
only stay researched and never make it into development. 
This staged proved improbable however, it provided research 
and concepts to the client.  

S t a g e  O n e  

 P r o j e c t  I m p r o v e m e n t / R e f l e c t i o n  

With more time, the sheep identification project can be improved 

and further developed in training and testing classification mod-

els as well as having more variety of data that can support and 

increase the accuracy rate of detection. More research will be re-

quired for individual sheep recognition and study on unique 

sheep features. It is clear to distinguish various specimen from 

one another through machine learning in computer vison intelli-

gence. 

For stage one, the team successfully implemented YOLOV4 
which was based on Darknet onto the Kauricone IOT device 
that was provided, and deployed onto the Kauricone server. 
The team was unable to implement the original software re-
quirement of TensorFlow because of the server’s CPU limita-
tions. The CPU is ARM based, which resulted in various librar-
ies missing or disabled when updating the existing software 
on the IOT device. It was decided to use the Darknet imple-
mentation with OpenCV, because it had the required libraries 
to deploy YOLOV4 on the server. An custom Python script was 
compiled, so that an classification model could process image 
inputs of sheep, then produce and store both and image and 
text output into an folder. The image output consists of the 
original image, including all bounding boxes, and the text out-
put, which represents the coordinates for the bounding boxes 
and their names.  

For stage three, the clients original plan of having the grass 

level control when the gates open have been requested to be 

removed. This decreased the scope of stage three leaving on-

ly the task of detecting the grass level to be done. With the 

previous implication of not being able to visit the farm physi-

cally, there was no other way in which the team could have 

detected the grass level from its texture/colour. Instead, the 

team have decided on developing a horizontal camera angle 

solution which was done digitally to simulate the feature. This 

was done by initially setting up a marker in an area of grass 

which is captured by a camera. The marker consists of multi-

ple square boxes that will then be processed by the IOT de-

vice. Depending on how many squares are not detected will 

determine the height of the surrounding grass.  


